
ScannerVision
Simplifies your scanning 
and processing operations 
at the touch of a button!

Even complicated scan jobs 
are simplified ... 

Several hundreds of pages have been scanned, 
including blank or upside down pages. Up 
next comes the time-consuming task of 
post-processing all of the documents!

Which folder was the scan for the licence 
rights contract in again? It’s necessary 
to search through an endless number 
of folders!

It’s all very easy with 
ScannerVision!

Less work: ScannerVision automatically 
removes blank pages during duplex scanning,
rotates pages into reading position and helps 
with searching and selecting from the scanner
directory on the MFP. 
 
Search faster: Automatic OCR makes it 
possible to search the full text of all scanned
documents, saving both time and money.
 

There’s no need to suffer from scanned documents being stored in the wrong place, or difficult to find. 
Scanning and processing important documents remains a time-consuming and error-prone manual 
process in everyday office life. 

ScannerVision is an intelligent capturing solution that reduces error rate and simultaneously increases 
your operational efficiency. It converts document scans into completely new, editable and searchable 
files. Automatically convert documents into the required format and save them in predefined destination 
folders simply by touching the control panel on your MFP. This way, you optimise capture, editing and 
distribution!
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Discover further benefits and features on the back page!



ScannerVision offers the following functions: 

à  Modern scan management that can be flexibly adapted thanks to individually defined 
scan processes

à  OCR with full-text search for quickly locating scanned documents

à  Conversion into traditional Office formats such as Word or Excel for direct processing

à  Automatic optimisation of scanned documents

à  Convenient, simple integration into aQrate

à  Automatic, convenient functions such as removing blank pages and rotating 
documents into reading position

à  Compression and adjustment of the generated scan files

à  Recognition and processing of bar code content

Advantages for users:

à  Very simple, intuitive operation

à  Same scan menu for all MFP systems

à  Simple menu navigation, even for complex functions such as metadata

à  Sort and store documents directly in the destination folder on the MFP, for example, 
in customer, client or delivery folders

Advantages for companies: 

à  More efficiency, less time and lower costs thanks to numerous intelligent solutions

à  Secure data transfer thanks to SSL encryption for the entire scanning process

à  Simplified processes and reduced error rate when scanning, processing and distributing 
on the MFP

TA Triumph-Adler is the document business expert. We offer our clients individual analysis, 
consultancy and efficient document workflows - not only on paper, but also electronically 
and with long-term service. For whenever  professional users manage, print, photocopy, fax, 
present or archive documents, or need to optimize processes, TA Triumph-Adler concepts 
and solutions are the first choice. Our customers benefit greatly from the  user-optimized 
technologies offered by our innovative systems. 

TA Triumph-Adler and the TA Triumph-Adler logo are registered trademarks of TA Triumph-Adler 
GmbH. All other brand names are the registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
 
www.triumph-adler.com
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SUPPORTED DEVICES 

Find out online if your MFP system is compatible with 

ScannerVision. Simply scan the QR code and enter the 

model description.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  

à  HyPAS™-ready multifunctional system

à  Microsoft Windows Server 2012/2008/Server 2008 R2

à  Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1

Your TA Triumph-Adler Solution Center

Make scanning easier, faster and with fewer errors!

Scan and inform now!

Or take a look below 
www.scannervision.com/support


